Saturday, June 1, 2019
RACE 1:
8 LOOKIN FOREVER is dropping back to the $12,500
level after rallying to finish 3rd when facing $20,000
conditioned claimers last out.
5 GRAYDAR’S RESOLVE will be outfitted with
blinkers after rallying wide to finish 2nd at this level and
distance last out. 4 EL CORAZON is debuting on the
turf after rallying 5-wide to finish 2nd, in front of a pair of
next-out winners, in a $12,500 claimer going a 1-turn
mile on the main track.
SELECTIONS: 8-5-4
RACE 2:
3 RED CARATS is stretching out to a mile after
returning from the 20-month layoff to finish 2nd – beaten
a head – vs bottom level maidens going 6 ½ furlongs.
Trainer Sarah Nagle has Samy Camacho handling the
added distance. 1 MYSTERIO will depart from the rail
after surrendering a late lead to get beat a neck when
2nd at this level and distance last out.
7 GOLDEN PRINCE is making the 3rd start back from
the layoff after rallying wide to finish 4th behind Mysterio
last out.
SELECTIONS: 3-1-7
RACE 3:
2 DRILL DOWN DUDE is breaking towards the inside
after departing from Post 10, chasing the pace, and
finishing 3rd in a fruitful $12,500 maiden sprint that has
produced 4 next-out winners, including repeat winner
Another Softball, last out. Trainer Juan Avila, who has
2 in the field (5 Operated), has Leonel Reyes atop this
half of the uncoupled entry. 7 AWESOME STACK,
who finished 2nd in front of Drill Down Dude 2 starts
back, wheels back after breaking from an outside post
(11) and finishing a drifting 4th last out.
6 BROADCAST TIME is going back to the turf with the
great equalizer on his side – Speed! He’ll be playing
catch me if you can.
SELECTIONS: 2-7-6

RACE 4: THE OCALA
4 GARTER AND TIE is turning back to three-quarters
of a mile after making a 4-wide bid to finish 2nd to Royal
Squeeze in the $100,000 Big Drama going 7 furlongs
last out. 7 GLADIATOR KING is back in South Florida
after following his nose victory over Garter and Tie in
the $75,000 Roar with a narrow head defeat in the
Grade 3 Chick Lang at Pimlico. The son of Curlin
wheels back in 14 days with Leonel Reyes in the
saddle. 6 SEISMIC JOLT has been training sharply
since his 2-race win streak ended when got mugged at
the start of the Grade 2 Swale on February 2nd. Trainer
David Fawkes his Edgard Zayas in the saddle.
SELECTIONS: 4-7-6
RACE 5:
4 MI CUAIMA is dropping to the $12,500 level, and
turning back to 7 ½ furlongs, after setting the pace and
fading late when facing $20,000 conditioned claimers
going a mile last out. 3 FAITHFUL SUE is candidate
for a rebound performance after following the $12,500
conditioned claiming victory at the distance with a
stalk-and-flatten 5th place vs tougher in a $12,500
open-claimer at the distance. 8 QUEENS QUARTERS
moved to the Elizabeth Dobles barn via the claim, and
returns to the turf, after clunker going a mile on the
main track. The barn, 31% with new claims, has
apprentice Cristian Torres handling the surface switch.
SELECTIONS: 4-3-8
RACE 6:
3 COOL MOVER is stretching to his best distance (82-2-0) after rallying to finish 4th when facing this caliber
of competition going 6 ½ furlongs last out.
8 ORGANIC JENNY moved to the Monica McGoey
barn via the claim, and stretches out to a mile, after
finishing 2nd in front of Cool Mover when they hooked
up at 6 furlongs on May 16. 2 EBRIO, a previous
winner at the distance, albeit in the slop, stretches out
after chasing the pace and fading to 5th behind the top
2 when they competed at 6 furlongs during May.
SELECTIONS: 3-8-2

RACE 7:
4 SOURCE CONTROL breaks midpack after rallying
wide from Post 10 to finish 2nd at this level and distance
last out. Trainer Lilli Kurtinecz has apprentice Cristian
Torres in the saddle again. 5 ARAGO is cutting back
to 7 ½ furlongs, with blinkers added, after dueling for
the lead and weakening to finish 5th vs similar going a
mile and a sixteenth last out. Trainer Alexis Delgado
has Samy Camacho in the irons. 9 LOOKIN SAVVY
is stepping up to face winners after looking sharp when
defeating $12,500 maidens by almost 6 lengths.
SELECTIONS: 4-5-9
RACE 8:
1 FERGIELICIOUS moved to the Gilberto Zerpa barn
via the claim, drops to the $6,250, level, removes the
blinkers, and stretches out to 6 ½ furlongs, after the 4th
place finish vs $8,000 claimers going 5 ½ furlongs;
Edgard Zayas rides.
5 TUESDAY’S ROSE is
stretching out, and dropping a notch, after posting her
2nd consecutive victory when she defeated $8,000
claimers going 5 ½ furlongs in her last. Trainer Juan
Avila has Jesus Rios named to ride.
6 CUCKOO KENIA moved to the Angel Quiroz barn
via the claim, and stretches out an additional halffurlong, after rallying to finish 5th behind this familiar
competition going 6 panels last out.
SELECTIONS: 1-5-6
RACE 9:
5 SPA JAZZ, now in the Amador Sanchez barn, the
gelding turns back after setting the pace and finishing
3rd going a mile and a sixteenth last out. The new
connections tab Hector Berrios to ride this longshot
play. 7 TOO STORMY is cutting back to 7 ½ furlongs
after rallying sharply to finish 2nd when facing similar
going a mile and a sixteenth last out. Trainer Ron
Spatz has Miguel Vazquez trying to get the gelding out
of 2nd gear. 1 MOSCA was solid in defeat when the 4year-old rallied 5-wide to finish 3rd at this level and
distance last out.
SELECTIONS: 5-7-1
RACE 10:
4 SCOTUSCARE moved to the Jorge Navarro barn via
the claim, and stretches out to three-quarters of a mile,
after holding on gamely to defeat $6,250 open-claimers
going 5 ½ furlongs on April 14. 5 KONG STYLE,
claimed for $50,000 out of his maiden victory during
January, the gelding should have the screws tightened
after chasing the pace and fading to finish 4th at this
level and distance last out.

1 GNARLY is cutting back to three-quarters of a mile
after making a 3-wide bid to finish 3rd behind dead-heat
winners Florida Cotton and Colormepompom going 6
½ furlongs in his last.
SELECTIONS: 4-5-1
RACE 11:
4 SUBSIDIARY is stretching out around 2 turns, and
debuting on the grass, after responding to the
dropdown to the $35,000 claiming level with a sharp
score going 5 furlongs on a wet track listed as ‘good’.
The daughter of Central Banker, trained by Mark
Casse, is bred love the surface switch. 7 YAKO will
face older horses for the first time after finishing 3rd and
being placed 2nd vs straight 3-year-olds in her last.
Trainer Antonio Sano has Edgard Zayas named to ride.
3 CHA CHA HEELS is back on the grass after following
her ambitious 6th place finish in the Grade 3 Orchid with
a 4th place finish going a 1-turn mile on a ‘fast’ track.
SELECTIONS: 4-7-3
RACE 12:
3 POE, a full brother to multiple Grade 2 stakes-placed
Cookie Dough, gets a full compliment of changes when
he receives Lasix and blinkers after finishing 3rd in his
4 ½-furlong debut. 6 SMASH FACTOR is a son of
Khozan debuting for trainer Mike Yates with Lasix, and
Jesus Rios named to ride. 5 CHANCE IT, a son of
Currency Swap, is working a hole in the wind in
preparation for his career debut. Trainer Saffie Joseph
Jr adds Lasix, and has leading jock Edgard Zayas atop
the logical post time favorite.
SELECTIONS: 3-6-5
BEST BET: RACE 11 – 4 SUBSIDIARY
LONGSHOT: RACE 9 – 5 SPA JAZZ

